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Abstract—Because of the lack of a global naming scheme,
routing protocols in sensor networks usually use flooding to
select paths and deliver data. This process although simple and
effective, is very costly in terms of energy consumption, an
important design issue in sensor networks routing protocols.
Cluster-based routing is one solution to save energy. In this
paper, we propose a combination of an improved clustering
algorithm and directed diffusion, a well-known data-centric
routing paradigm in sensor networks. Our aim is to prolong
the network lifetime by modifying passive clustering rules for
building/maintaining the topology so an energy load balancing
is achieved among the network nodes. We performed extensive
computer simulations and showed that our solution outperforms
original directed diffusion as well as when it is combined to
passive clustering without energy considerations.

Index Terms - Routing, passive clustering, energy effi-

ciency, Energy level, network lifetime.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global naming schemes (like IP addresses) are not very

efficient for wireless sensor networks (WSN) due to their

application requirements and the large number of deployed

nodes. In most scenarios, the data associated with a sensor

node is more important than the sensor itself. Because of

this lack of a global addressing scheme, routing protocols in

sensor networks rely heavily on flooding to discover routes

and deliver data. Directed Diffusion (DD) [1] is a well-know

data-centric routing protocol that deals with lack of global

addressing using flooding. This mechanism, although simple

and effective, can be quite inefficient because of large amount

of redundant messages. These latters consume scarce resources

such as bandwidth and particularly energy, an important design

issue in WSN. Hence energy efficient routing protocols are

highly required and motivated the proposition of many new

routing protocols [2].

Hierarchical routing protocols (based on clustering tech-

niques) have been proposed to achieve scalability and reduce

the need for global coordination. They also allow for energy

saving and thus prolong network lifetime by restricting most

of the sensing, data processing and communication activities

within clusters. Clustering can also provide load balancing

if appropriately configured. Furthermore, it can be naturally

combined with data-centric routing to make use of data

aggregation techniques. Passive clustering (PC) [3] is a way to

perform on-demand clustering to eliminate control messages

overhead. It does not use any explicit control messages to

maintain clusters. Instead, it piggybacks the control informa-

tion on the outgoing data packets.

In wireless sensor networks, the PC algorithm was com-

bined with DD in [4], [5] mainly to achieve energy efficiency.

To determine a routing path, DD makes use of flooding in its

different phases namely: interest propagation and exploratory

data sending. Therefore, the main idea of the combination

is to save energy in the flooding phases by allowing only

clusterheads and gateways to take part in these phases. Or-

dinary nodes are only allowed to send data messages in the

data sending phase. In [6], the selection of clusterheads and

gateways are based on residual energy. They also propose

to apply a periodic sleep and awake among cluster members

which requires synchronisation among nodes.

All the previously cited works [4], [5], [6] concentrate traffic

on a set of nodes performing flooding. We argue that this

concentration can lead to a variance in energy consumption

among sensor nodes and is able to cause rapid partition of the

network. To overcome this problem, we proposed in [7] to use

the energy consumed rate when selecting the flooding nodes.

Although, the simulation results have shown an improvement

of 39% in network lifetime when applied with DD, further

improvements can be achieved. In this paper, we propose

to use a more general energy heuristic, the energy level of

nodes. Our changes applied on DD show that our mechanism

outperforms DD and its PC combination proposed in [4] in

terms of network lifetime, delay and delivery ratio.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summa-

rizes our proposal, the Energy Level-based Passive Clustering

(ELPC). Simulation results are presented in section III before

concluding.

II. ENERGY LEVEL-BASED PASSIVE CLUSTERING

Research on energy efficient routing is mainly focused on

two aspects: minimizing energy cost per packet and balancing

energy consumption in the network. In order to consider these

two aspects, our solution consists in carrying out a passive

clustering by considering the state of the nodes’ batteries.

Our aim is to achieve energy efficiency in terms of network

lifetime, not only in terms of energy consumption.

In this paper, we propose to split the node’s battery into

levels. One can make a correspondence between different



energy levels of a node and virtual sub-batteries it consumed

sequentially. The energy level of a node can be computed using

L = NlEc/Ei where Ec is the consumed amount of energy,

Ei is the initial one and Nl is the suggested number of levels.

For instance, if the number of levels is equal to 5, a node

with an initial energy of 100 Joules and consumed the half of

its battery will have an energy level of 3. We also introduce

the notion of candidature to be a clusterhead or a gateway by

defining the network energy level parameter. The value of this

latter depends on the number of levels at the different nodes.

We use the same states as described in [3] and include

node’s energy level and the network energy level in the

handled messages in addition to the identity, the state of

the node and the addresses of the clusterheads. Additionally,

we propose to modify the two passive clustering rules of

building/maintaining the topology. A node is not allowed to

declare itself as a clusterhead (or a gateway) if its energy

level is higher than the network energy level. When a node

takes the head of its group (or becomes a gateway), it adjusts

the network energy level and sends the new value in the

next ongoing data message. Furthermore, a clusterhead or

a gateway will give up its role as soon as its energy level

reaches the network energy level. It changes its state according

to its local information and the timeout value. Finding a

meaningful value for the network energy level is non-trivial.

We initially take a value that corresponds to the half of the

battery charge. This value is adjusted by subtracting 5% each

time the condition to be a cluster head is not satisfied.

The aim of doing so is to have the same energy level at

all the nodes in a given time. We argue that this heuristic is

more general than the consumed energy rate as it spreads an

interval instead of a point. Assume that three nodes 1, 2 and 3

are contending to be a flooding node. If we use PC algorithm,

node 1 will be selected for this as it has the smallest ID.

However, if we use the energy level-based PC, the three nodes

will be selected alternately. Consequently, energy consumption

is balanced among the three nodes. When two nodes have the

same energy level, then the nodes’ identities are used to solve

conflicts in declaring roles.

The resulting PC can be applied to any routing protocol in

sensor networks as they mostly rely on flooding and particu-

larly with DD. This not only reduces energy consumption as

in [4], but increases the whole network survivability as it will

be shown in the next section.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We implemented our energy-level passive clustering (ELPC)

using NS-2 [8] and compared it to the original directed diffu-

sion (DD) and PCDD (DD with the passive clustering without

energy consideration). We used the Two Phase Pull diffusion

algorithm with its two flooding phases. The interest flooding

are initiated by the sink and the data messages flooding are

performed by the sources when events are detected in the

network. Additional fields in the message header are added

as attributes to represent the node’s energy level and the

network’s one.
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Figure 1. Number of levels corresponding to best average dissipated energy
with different initial amounts of energy

For all the experiments conducted in this paper, the sensors

field is of 160× 160 m2 unless stated otherwise. We use the

IEEE 802.11 and the two-ray propagation model. The radio

propagation of each sensor node reaches up to 40 meters. Each

simulation runs for 1000 seconds and results are averaged over

20 randomly generated topologies.

The number of energy levels is the most important parame-

ter to be defined. As the idea is to virtually divide the node’s

battery, we believe that the initial amount of energy has a

great effect on this parameter. To evaluate this, we perform

simulations for 100 sensor nodes where the initial energy is

varied. For each amount of energy, we also vary the number

of levels and record the average dissipated energy in each

simulation. Figure 1 plots the number of levels corresponding

to the smallest value of the average dissipated energy as a

function of the initial one. It shows that the number of energy

levels depends on the initial amount of energy. The average

amount of energy per level can be given by Em = Ei/Nl,

then according to figure 1, it is almost 5 J .

To examine the effect of network topology on the different

solutions, we consider both fixed zone area with variable

number of nodes and fixed average density with variable zone

dimensions. The traffic in both cases is the same (five sources

and five sinks) unless stated otherwise. We also considered

both sufficient and insufficient energy scenarios.

A. Sufficient amount of energy

In this set of simulations, nodes have sufficient amount of

energy to terminate the simulation. This allows us to assess the

average delay, the average dissipated energy per event and the

delivery ratio. Figure 2 shows, as a function of the number of

nodes, the delivery ratio of the different solutions in fixed area

(a) and fixed density (b) scenarios. Passive clustering (in both

PCDD and ELPC) allows for better performances in terms

of delivery ratio which reaches higher values and even 100%

in some cases. In fact, when increasing the nodes number or

the network density, more flooded messages are observed in

the network. Passive clustering allows to reduce the resulting

overhead and keeps the performances of DD as it was executed
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Figure 2. Delivery ratio, (a) fixed area, (b) fixed density

for small densities and networks.

B. Insufficient amount of energy

Prolonging the network lifetime is our primary goal when

using energy level-based PC. We conduct these experiments

with nodes assigned insufficient energy to capture network

partition. We use the time to first node to die in order to see

if energy consumption is fairly distributed in the network. An

other metric is also used, the number of events before partition,

to show the delivery capacity of the network before giving up.

a) Network topology effects: figure 3 plots the time to

network partition as the network size increases. This time

decreases with the number of nodes increasing. This was

to be expected, as a larger number of nodes results in a

higher number of floods and hence bigger amount of energy

is consumed in the network. Our solution (ELPC), however,

achieves better performances compared to the two others. In

case of fixed area scenario (figure 3(a)), the improvement is

up to 41.15% and at least 23.35% compared to PCDD and

between 56.28% and 78.5% compared to the original DD.

In case of fixed density (figure 3(b)), it is between 7.21%

and 50% compared to PCDD and between 55.1% and 76.17%

compared DD.

The improvement is mainly due to the fact that clustering

reduces the number of floods in the network and thus nodes
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Figure 3. Network partition time (s) (a) fixed area, (b) fixed density

will consume smaller amount of energy. This helps in extend-

ing network lifetime. In our solution, an alternation of the

roles is achieved. Clusterheads or gateways give up their roles

when other nodes with lower energy levels are in conflict with

them or when their energy level is higher than the network

level. This encourages other nodes to declare themselves for

these roles and, by that, leads to an increasing in the nodes

lifetimes. As a consequence, the lifetime of the whole network

is extended. The nodes of the network are then able to forward

more data, which permits to sinks to receive a higher number

of events as depicted in figure 4.

b) Traffic effects: To examine the traffic effect, we placed

100 nodes and generated traffic by a variable number of

sources and sinks. When increasing network traffic, the time

before network partition decreases as depicted in figure 5.

However, our solution behaves better. In the case of a single

sink, the improvement is about 24% compared to PCDD

and 34% compared to DD. In single source scenario, the

improvement achieves 4% and 19% compared to PCDD and

DD respectively. As a consequence, the number of events

delivered before network partition obtained by our solution

is higher than the two other solutions and by that our delivery

ratio in both cases is better as shown by figure 6.
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Figure 4. Number of event before partition, in (a) fixed area, (b) fixed density

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the combination of a well known

routing paradigm (DD) in sensor networks with an energy

efficient cluster formation algorithm. This combination gives

better performances in terms of network survivability and data

delivery ratio when small amounts of energy are considered.

The evaluation metrics adopted in this work are of great

importance in wireless senor networks as they reflect directly

the network operational lifetime and its quality of service.

Although, our proposal is tested on a routing protocol for

sensor networks, we believe that if applied in other wireless

environments (ad hoc), it will give similar performances. To

validate our solution, we plan to carry out a deeper study of

its different parameters.
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Figure 5. Network partition time (s), (a) single sink, (b) single source
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Figure 6. Delivery ratio, single sink scenario
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